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Award variation – casual employees – casual loading - professional development – salaries – calculation for payment of salaries – accelerated advancement – enrolled nurse upgrade – registered nurse - nurse re-entry – practice programmes – allowances - more responsible duties allowance – higher duties allowance – professional development allowance – extra duties – hours of duty – banking of hours – full time employee – part time employee – reimbursement of childcare costs – work outside ordinary hours – cancellation of shifts - application granted operative fpp 18 December 2013

DECISION

[1]	On 20 November 2013, an application was lodged by the Minister administering the State Service Act 2000 (MASSA), pursuant to s.23 of the Industrial Relations Act 1984, to vary the Nurses (Tasmanian State Sector) Award 2012 (the Award).

[2]	At the hearing in Hobart on 18 December 2013, Mr P Baker appeared for MASSA.  Mrs A Stanislaus-Large appeared for the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation (Tasmanian Branch) (ANMF). Mr J Eddington appeared for the Health Services Union of Australia, Tasmania No 1 Branch (HSUA).

[3]	Mr Baker explained that this application was a further installment of the Award modernisation process, which commenced in 2011. A number of the provisions are taken from the 2007 Agreement which will cease to have effect in the immediate future.

[4]	Clauses affected by the application include:

	Title
	Casual employees: increase in loading
	Professional development

Calculation for the payment of salary
	Accelerated advancement
	More responsible duties allowance
	Higher duties allowance
	Professional development allowance
	Extra duties
	Banking of hours
	Reimbursement of child care costs when directed to work outside the employee’s ordinary hours of work
	Part-time and casual employees – cancellation of shifts

[5]	Mr Baker advised that the parties were continuing negotiations in respect to hours of work and overtime. It was anticipated that these negotiations would be concluded in the early part of 2014, which will bring to end the modernisation process.

[6]	Mrs Stanislaus-Large and Mr Eddington consented to the application on behalf of their respective organisations.

[7]	I am satisfied that the application is consistent with the public interest requirements of the Act.
 
[8]	The application is granted, operative from the beginning of the first pay period to commence on or after 18 December 2013.

[9]	The order reflecting this decision is attached. 
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